HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN

Words by JACK YELLEN
Music by MILTON AGER

Allegro moderato.

VERSE

So long, sad times! Go 'long, bad times!
We are rid of

No more sighing, No more crying,
Clouds of grey have

you at last,

turned to blue.

How-dy, gay times! Clou - dy
Sor-row fly-ing, Cares de-

grey times, You are now a thing of the past.

'Cause

All our ro-sy dreams have come true.

'Cause
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HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN

REFRAIN
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ARE CLEAR AGAIN... LET US SING A SONG OF
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CHEER AGAIN... HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN!
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AT TOGETHER SHOUT IT NOW! THERE'S NO ONE WHO CAN
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DOUBT IT NOW... SO LET'S TELL THE WORLD ABOUT IT NOW... HAPPy
days are here again! Your cares and troubles are gone,
There'll be no more from now on.

Happy days are here again. The skies above are clear again;
Let us sing a song of cheer again. Happy
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